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H
ydrogen is a carrier of clean
energy1,2 and can be easily gener-
ated from renewable sources. A

cost-effective, safe, and efficient storage
medium is the key to utilize its full poten-
tial. Among the various possibilities, the
carbon-based adsorbents3�8 are recognized
as strong candidates, where large surface
area and lighter weight make the substan-
tial volumetric and gravimetric content pos-
sible. Furthermore, the storage capacity of
graphitic materials (e.g., nanotubes and
fullerenes) can be significantly enhanced
by decorating them with metal atoms,9�14

which absorb multiple H2 molecules via
Kubas interaction.15 Although promising,
the experimental efforts in synthesizing the
metal-decorated nanotubes and fullerenes
have not been successful so far. Addition-
ally, the tendency of metal atoms to
cluster16,17 leads to considerable reduction
in potential storage capacity. In contrast,
the metal cluster supported on graphitic
materials acts as a catalyst and enhances
the hydrogen uptake of substrates via
spillover.18�21

The spillover process involves the trans-
port of an active species (e.g., H) formed on
a catalyst onto a receptor that does not sorb
the species22 under the same conditions.
Current growing interest in efficient stor-
age of hydrogen brought this long-known
phenomenon into the spotlight. The most
widely used catalysts for spillover of H at-
oms on graphitic materials are Ni, Pd, Pt,
and other transition metal atoms. Recently,
several experiments have shown the en-
hancement of H2 adsorption via spillover
on activated carbons and MOF.19,23�25 Up
to 4 wt % of adsorption has been reported
for IRMOF-8 at 298 K and 10 MPa.26 Further-
more, it is empirically established that the
spillover can be enhanced by adding so-

called bridges24 between the catalyst and
receptor. Although exact distribution and
the binding sites of the H remain experi-
mentally unspecified, it is reasonable to
suggest that the best coverage of the H on
graphitic substrates can be achieved when
they are hydrogenated on both sides,27,28

and spillover is considered as a possible
path to achieving it. Thus, fully hydroge-
nated graphene would have stoichiometry
CH, with 7.7 wt % of hydrogen,27�30 meeting
the DOE goals. Even though the spillover
of the H on graphitic surfaces was observed
decades ago,22 it is still not well-understood
how a H binds to graphene when it seems
energetically more favorable to stay on the
catalyst or even to remain in a molecular H2

form in the gas phase. To better under-
stand the spillover mechanism, with the
goal to optimize its kinetics, it is important
to compare the relative energy states of the
hydrogen in its (i) dihydrogen gas form, (ii)
at the metal catalyst, and (iii) on the recep-
tor substrate (Figure 1). The energy states
available for H will depend on the degree of
saturation or substrate coverage.
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ABSTRACT The spillover phenomenon, which essentially involves transfer of H from a metal catalyst to a

graphitic receptor, has been considered promising for efficient hydrogen storage. An open question about the

spillover mechanism is how a H atom binds to graphene instead of forming the thermodynamically preferred H2.

Using ab initio calculations, we show that the catalyst saturation provides a way to the adsorption of hydrogen on

the receptor by increasing the H chemical potential to a spillover favorable range. Although it is energetically

unfavorable for the spillover to occur on a pristine graphene surface, presence of a phase of hydrogenated

graphene facilitates the spillover by significantly improving the C�H binding. We show that thermodynamic

spillover can occur, both from the free-standing and from the receptor-supported clusters. Further, the computed

energy barrier of the motion of a H from the catalyst to the hydrogenated graphene is small (0.7 eV) and can be

overcome at operational temperatures.
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Indeed, Cheng et al. have studied31,32 the dissocia-
tive chemisorption of molecular hydrogen and desorp-
tion of atomic hydrogen on Pt clusters and concluded
that the number of adsorbed H2 increases with the in-
creasing size of the cluster. Furthermore, they show that
the binding strengths decrease with the increasing cov-
erage, that is, energy states available for H raise, ap-
proximately representing the increase of the chemical
potential �H since the entropy contribution is less sig-
nificant. They find that in low coverage the adsorption
strengths are very large and at the saturation level are
closer to the energies on a fully H-covered Pt(111)
surface.31,32 In contrast, the strength of a H binding to
sp2-carbon receptor is shown to increase with the
greater coverage, due to its clustering and CH phase
formation.30 This analysis reconciles the fact of spillover
with too weak binding of the H to the bare substrate,
by stressing the role of nucleation of condensed CH
phase, which must be forming in the process of spill-
over on a graphene receptor, as it is more favorable
than a H2 molecule.30 In our previous study, the cata-
lyst per se was not considered, and the focus was on the
variation of the hydrogen binding to the receptor and
its thermodynamic comparison with gaseous H2.

Here we report the details of hydrogen binding to
the catalyst particle, which serves as a gateway to the
entire process and whose saturation is also an impor-
tant aspect of spillover. Combining molecular dihydro-
gen gas phase, H dissolved on the catalyst, and H in the
“storage phase” on the receptor, a conceptual quantita-
tive diagram of spillover is drawn in Figure 1. On the
left, the blue line marks the energy of H in its molecu-
lar form and the additional broad (also blue) range is
the chemical potential of H including the entropic con-

tribution at different gas conditions. On the right
side, a family of thin dark-blue lines corresponds to
the energies of H bound to graphene, which vary
with the size and the configuration of the cluster is-
land30 and converge to the CH phase energy. The
midsection pink block shows the range of energies
of H at the catalyst as computed and analyzed be-
low. The first H2 molecule dissociates and binds to
the catalyst rather strongly; and therefore, �H lies
deep in this picture. However, the energies of the
subsequent H2 binding gradually decrease, raising
the �H. For the spillover of a H to occur from the
metal, the �H must exceed the CH state energy level
shown by the gray line, before the metal cluster
saturates (i.e., becomes unable to further accept
new H2 molecules). The catalyst plays an important
role in bringing the �H into this range. Possible
metal-hydride phase formation imposes an addi-
tional constraint on the �H. The former must lie
above the �H of the receptor to avoid formation of
metal-hydride before the spillover (assuming that
the hydride phase would inhibit the catalytic activ-
ity). In this work, we validate this model by explor-

ing through ab initio computations the gradual energy

change of H on the catalyst to reveal how it fits between

the energy on the receptor and as free gas. Comparing

these �H values identifies the range of chemical poten-

tial favorable for the spillover. The role of catalyst satu-

ration and binding strength of H with the receptor in

bringing the �H in this desirable range is explored. Fur-

thermore, to understand the first kinetic step, the bar-

rier involved in the motion of a H atom from catalyst to

receptor is computed and compared with the experi-

mental observation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to get the �H on the metal catalyst, hydro-

gen uptake process of a free unsupported cluster was

performed. More specifically, we consider relatively

small four-atom Ni and Pd clusters as catalysts and a

graphene with the H-terminated edge as receptor. The

binding energy as well as the chemical potential of H2

on the metal cluster will depend upon the number of H2

attached and the relative positions of the H atoms. For

example, the binding energy of the first H2 on the clus-

ter will differ from the next H2 and so on. Addition of a

H2 molecule leads to gain in the incremental energy,

which approximately represents the chemical potential

�H, which is defined as

where Mn is a metal catalyst. A comparison of the �H(m)

in the metal cluster and in the receptor provides the

number of H2 molecules required to saturate the metal

cluster sufficiently to permit the spillover onto the

receptor.

Figure 1. Left: Schematics of spillover process in real space. The inequality shows
the range of chemical potential �H favorable for spillover. Right: model of spill-
over in energy space displays the relative energy (chemical potential) of H in dif-
ferent states. The gray, dark-red, and blue lines show the �H in fully hydroge-
nated graphene (CH), in metal hydride (PdH0.75), and in the H2 molecule,
respectively. The pink and dark-red blocks show the range of energies of H at
the catalyst and at the Pd(111) surface with the H coverage varying form 0.25
to 1 ML. The family of thin dark-blue lines corresponds to the energies of H bound
to graphene.

µH ) ∆E(MnHm) ) [E(MnHm) - E(H2) - E(MnHm-2)]/2
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The geometries of the Pd4 cluster are opti-
mized, and among the various structures, a tet-
rahedron is found to be the lowest in energy.33

The magnetic moment (2 �B) and the Pd�Pd
bond lengths (2.65 Å) in the Pd4 cluster are in
good agreement with the previous calculations33

performed by using the hybrid B3LYP exchange
correlation functional, which gives a better de-
scription of the transition metals. The compari-
son provides an independent test of the method
accuracy. For the subsequent hydrogenation of
the catalyst, several symmetrically nonequiva-
lent adsorption sites for a H2 molecule on the
cluster are considered, and their respective ener-
gies are compared. The first H2 dissociatively ad-
sorbs on the Pd4 cluster (essentially forming a
hydride molecule). Among the various structures
of the Pd4H2, there are two lowest energy configura-
tions, as was observed in the previous calculation.33 In
one of the structures, the dissociated H atoms cap the
adjacent triangular faces of the Pd4 cluster (Figure 2a),
while in the other, they bridge the Pd�Pd edges, which
do not have the common Pd atom. We continued hy-
drogenation by subsequently adding the H2 molecules
to the ground state structure (cluster � H2) obtained
from the previous optimization. From the second H2 on-
ward, H2 molecules do not fully dissociate, but rather
bind to Pd4 via Kubas15 type of interaction, where the
H�H bonds are elongated from 0.73 Å (as in molecu-
lar H2) to 0.84�0.87 Å. The hydrogenation was contin-
ued until the cluster stopped to adsorb any further H2,
that is, no bound stable configuration could be found.
The Pd4 cluster saturates after adsorbing nine H2 mol-
ecules. The optimized geometries of these clusters are
shown in Figure 2a. The 10th H2 is repelled from the
cluster and remains in the molecular form. This unat-
tached H2 lies more than 3.3 Å away from the atoms of
the saturated cluster. The H�H bond length remains
the same as in the molecular H2, accompanied by al-
most no gain in binding energy, signaling the satura-
tion of the cluster.

The incremental energies �E, which are plotted in
Figure 2b, never exceed the energy of a H on a pris-
tine graphene (not shown in Figure 2, and correspond-
ing to the topmost thin line on the right side of Figure
1). Hence, thermodynamically spillover cannot be easily
initiated on a pristine graphene. The possibility cannot
be completely excluded because at higher temperature
due to fluctuations some of the H atoms can move to
the graphene. On the other hand, the incremental bind-
ing energies do exceed the chemical potential of H in
the hydrogenated phase, after the adsorption of the
sixth H2 molecule, as shown in Figure 2b (the gray line
there corresponds to the thin gray line in Figure 1, as
well). Therefore, the spillover to the fully hydrogenated
phase is indeed thermodynamically favorable after the
catalyst has adsorbed six H2 molecules.

Due to computational limitations, we use a small

cluster to model the catalyst, but the qualitative conclu-

sions on spillover are quite general. Although we be-

lieve that the overall chemisorption behavior of cata-

lyst does not change much with increasing size,31 some

additional complications may appear. Among them

could be possible bulk metal-hydride phase formation.

In order to assess this, we have separately calculated

chemical potential of H in the Pd-hydride crystal

(PdH0.75) using standard periodic boundary conditions

instead of cluster approach. The result is shown in Fig-

ure 1 by the red line, which lies �60 meV above the

gray CH line. Hence, in the case of Pd, the spillover will

occur before formation of hydride. The position of this

line may vary for different metal catalysts, which is help-

ful in determining the best metal catalyst for spillover

and could be further tuned/optimized by alloying. We

also calculate the adsorption energy of the H on Pd(111)

surface for coverage from 0.25 to 1 ML, shown by the

red block in Figure 1. The adsorption energy of 0.25 ML

hydrogen is 0.57 eV, only slightly higher (�0.1 eV) than

that in the Pd4. Hence, with increasing cluster size, the

threshold of the spillover may decrease but not very

significantly.

Additionally, in order to study the effect of different

metal element catalysts on the spillover, we also car-

ried out simulated hydrogenation of a Ni4 cluster. The

ground state geometry of the Ni4 is found to be a tetra-

hedron, with the Ni�Ni bond length of 2.60 Å and mag-

netic moment of 4 �B. The larger magnetic moment

arises due to localized nature of the Ni 3d orbital. The

Ni4 adsorbs the first two H2 molecules dissociatively. The

cluster saturates after adsorbing the 10th H2 molecule.

The incremental binding energy exceeds the chemical

potential of H in hydrogenated phase, after the adsorp-

tion of the seventh H2 (Figure S1 in Supporting Informa-

tion). Therefore, the effect of changing the metal from

Pd to Ni essentially shifts the threshold of the spillover

from sixth to seventh H2 because of the more diffused

nature of Pd 4d orbital compared with the Ni 3d orbital.

Figure 2. (a) Optimized structures of Pd4Hn (n � 2�18) clusters. (b) Plot of �E with
the increasing number of H atoms. The gray dashes are the energies of other iso-
mers. The horizontal gray line shows the �H in a fully hydrogenated graphene. In-
set: optimized geometry of a fully saturated Pd4H18 cluster. The energies are given
with respect to the energy (0) of the most stable H.
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The overall trend in the hydrogenation of the Ni4 clus-

ter remains similar to the Pd4 (Figure S1 in Supporting

Information); therefore, further analysis is carried out

only on the Pd4 cluster.

The justification of considering incremental ener-

gies as chemical potential (essentially an average quan-

tity) depends on how large the variance is in the re-

moval energies of the different H atoms from a

saturated cluster/catalyst. The energy cost to remove a

H from the cluster may, in principle, differ with the type/

position of the removed atom. In order to evaluate

this, we have calculated the removal energies of the

five symmetrically nonequivalent H atoms including

Kubas and dissociated from fully saturated Pd4H18 as

shown in Figure 2b, inset. The difference in removal en-

ergies of the five nonequivalent atoms lies within 70

meV, which is relatively small. This energy difference is

within 15% of the total range of chemical potential of H

on a catalyst and is reasonable enough to justify its

use as a chemical potential. This difference is expected

to decrease with the increasing size of the catalyst.

Moreover, the bonding strengths of the Kubas type H

atoms are similar to the dissociatively adsorbed H at-

oms, indicating that any atom could potentially partici-

pate in the spillover process as long as �H of the system

has reached high enough level at overall saturation.

The above analysis shows that it is energetically pos-

sible for spillover to occur from an unsupported metal

cluster to a receptor. In experiments, these clusters are

supported on the substrate, and hydrogen diffuses (or

rather hops) from the catalyst to the support/receptor.34

In order to make our model closer to the experimental

situation, we next studied the hydrogenation of a sup-

ported cluster on a receptor. The pristine graphene was

chosen as support as the C atoms in the vicinity of the

catalyst might exhibit improved binding with the hy-
drogen. First, several nonequivalent sites for Pd4 clus-
ter on graphene have been optimized. After relaxation,
however, most of the configurations converge to a
structure, where three corners of the tetrahedron lie
above the centers of C�C bonds (Figure 3). There are
two types of Pd�Pd bond with the bond lengths of

2.60 and 2.69 Å, whereas average Pd�C bond lengths
are 2.30 Å. The binding energy and the total magnetic
moment of the whole Pd4 cluster on the graphene are
0.42 eV and 1 �B (reduced from the unsupported clus-
ter), respectively.

The bonding of receptor and catalyst is analyzed by
plotting the total, accumulation, and depletion of
charges, shown in Figure 3b�d, respectively. The accu-
mulation/depletion of charges is obtained by subtract-
ing the total charges of free Pd4 cluster and graphene
calculated independently, with the same atomic posi-
tion, from the total charge of the Pd4@graphene. The
positive (negative) value of the isosurface represents
the accumulated (depleted) charge regions. The total
charge density shows some directionality of the C�Pd
bond; nevertheless, the charges around Pd are diffused,
a signature of a mixed covalent and metallic bonding
(Figure 3b). Further evidence comes from the isosur-
faces of accumulation and depletion, as the charge has
been accumulated between the C�Pd bonds and de-
pleted from the �-cloud of hexagonal ring in graphene
(Figure 3c,d).

Next, the hydrogenation of this supported cluster
was performed, following the same procedure as de-
scribed above for the free cluster. Like on the free clus-
ter, the first H2 is adsorbed dissociatively, and subse-
quent ones bind via Kubas interaction.15 The cluster
saturates with five H2 molecules, much sooner than the
free cluster. As expected, the incremental adsorption
energy never exceeds the energy of a H on pristine
graphene. However, it does cross the level line of C�H
energy of a fully hydrogenated graphene after the ad-
sorption of the fifth H2 molecule, hence showing the
thermodynamic possibility of the spillover. The onset
of spillover occurs earlier than in the free cluster be-
cause the charge available for binding with the H2 is
now shared with the support material. This reduces the
overall intake of H on the catalyst, with no harm to
spillover.

Having shown the possibility of the spillover from
both free and supported cluster, we turn to the kinet-
ics aspects, which essentially involve the motion of the
H atom from the metal to the receptor. The likelihood of
a H atom to hop from the catalyst to the pristine
graphene substrate was tested in a computational ex-
periment by removing the H atom from the saturated
catalyst and bringing it to the receptor. Upon relax-
ation, H goes back to the catalyst spontaneously. When
the removed hydrogen is placed farther away from the
catalyst, it remains attached but the whole process is
rather endothermic, highlighting again the difficulty of
spillover on pristine graphene. Similarly, we tested a H
atom hopping to the receptor in the vicinity of a fully
hydrogenated graphene phase, which was represented
by hydrogenated ring hexagon near the catalyst. In
this case, the H atom removed from the catalyst is more
stable on the hydrogenated phase: unlike in the pris-

Figure 3. (a) Plot of incremental energy �E versus number of H
atoms on supported cluster. Gray dashes are the energies of other
isomers. Inset: optimized geometry of Pd4@graphene. The gray
line shows the �H in a fully hydrogenated graphene. (b�d)
Isosurfaces of the total, accumulation, and depletion of charges.
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tine graphene case, the H does not come back to the
catalyst, and the overall process becomes energetically
favorable by 0.15 eV, making spillover possible on hy-
drogenated graphene.34

Although it is more favorable for H to be in the hy-
drogenated phase than on the saturated catalyst, there
are still barriers involved for the motion of the H. The
migration barrier for H to move from the metal to CH
phase is calculated using nudged elastic band method36

(Figure 4). The barrier is Es � 0.68 eV, which can be over-
come even below the room temperature. Indeed, at
kBT � 0.025 eV, the characteristic time � of this step can
be estimated from standard rate theory37 as ��1 � (kBT/
h) · exp(�Es/kBT). With the prefactor kBT/h � 1013 s�1,
one obtains � 	 30 msOa reasonably fast stage.34

Therefore, spillover is both thermodynamically favor-
able and kinetically feasible under the ambient
conditions.

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have shown the thermodynamic

and kinetic plausibility of the spillover process. Ener-
getically, it is possible for spillover of H to occur from a
metal cluster to the hydrogenated graphene, both from
the free-standing and from the receptor-supported
clusters. Importantly, the process does not require full
saturation of the cluster because thermodynamic spill-
over becomes favorable even before a cluster saturates.
Furthermore, it is energetically unfavorable for the spill-
over to occur on pristine graphene surfaces, yet a phase
of hydrogenated graphene facilitates the process by
significantly improving the C�H binding. The migra-

tion barrier for hydrogen from the metal cluster to the

hydrogenated phase is small, suggesting that the spill-

over can easily occur below room temperature. These

findings are in agreement with the recent experiments,

where H uptake via the spillover increases with the tem-

perature and the reduction of the substrate.38 More-

over, this work provides possibly the first explanation

of the “nano-thermodynamics” of spillover and also

hints toward finding materials where it can be achieved

more effectively. Along with the catalyst saturation,

the optimum C�H bonding has emerged as an impor-

tant factor for the spillover. Therefore, any modification

of the receptor that leads to an increase in this energy

will also enhance the spillover (of course, within the re-

versibility limits). The incorporation of defects, curva-

ture, and dopants is a few of the potential routes to fa-

cilitate nucleation by improving the C�H binding. For

example, this has been demonstrated for graphene

where the energy of hydrogenation changes drasti-

cally by Stone�Wales types of defects.39

METHODS
The calculations are based on the density functional

method with all-electron projected augmented wave
potentials40,41 and the generalized gradient approximation
of the Perdew�Burke�Ernzerhof (PBE)42 for exchange and
correlation, as implemented in VASP.43,44 Gamma point is
used for Brillouin zone sampling. Conjugate gradient scheme
is employed to relax the geometry until the forces on every
atom are less than 0.005 eV/Å. Large vacuum spaces (�15 Å)
are used in supercells to minimize any cell�cell spurious in-
teractions. The migration barrier for a H atom is calculated
using nudged elastic band method.36
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